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 People Profile

The "Hai An #3 Drill" Commander -Southern

Coastal Patrol Office director Yeh Kuang-hu

I n a move to efficiently safeguard the probability and handle the

sea terrorism act in advance, the Executive Yuan Coast Guard Ad-

ministration takes precautious initiative to stage yearly sea anti-terror-

ism drill on March, which is now on its third year of staging!  The South-

ern Coastal Patrol Office has been appointed to execute this year's fo-

cus mission -  "Hai An #3 Drill", and the office is responsible for over-

seeing the logistics, planning and executing of all pertinent drill con-

tents of which the core is "anti-sea terrorism and protect Taiwan". Upon

undergoing two and a half months of stringent, strict, and comprehen-

sive duty training, Coast Guard men with incredible physical fitness

assemble at Kaohsiung City's Hsin Kong Piers to demonstrate a remark-

able rehearsal at 10:00AM on May 28, where a series of highly difficult

drill maneuvers are showcased.  A perfect staging takes more than the

devotion of time and efforts, but a stern willpower is also an indispens-

able element contributing to the ultimate success.  The publication has

paid a field visit to call on two key figures behind the scene: "Hai An #3

Drill" Commander - Southern Coastal Patrol Office chief Yeh Kuang-

hui, and drill participating unit officer in chief -Offshore Flotilla 15's

commander Yu Tzer-hsin, who bring to us an in-depth understanding

to the challenging and difficult rehearsal process behind the drill.

At around 8:30AM on the morning of May 27, the publication's

editing team enters the Southern Coastal Patrol Office, and is greeted

with platoon associates who swiftly walk past us in a solemn expression,

and our inquiry reveals that they are on the way to the "Hai An #3

Drill" venue to tidy up the final preparation work, while it is no differ-

ent for office chief Yeh, who is busy instructing official business prior to

disembarking but is gracious enough to accept the publication's exclu-

sive interview.

Utilizing unique unit characteristics to integrate the coastal,
marine and aerial three-way dynamics for showcasing the
administration's diverse combat readiness
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Having partaken the Joined Force's "Kuo Kuang Drill" in 1987 to

demonstrate the combat readiness, and has been inspected by the late

president Chiang Jing-kuo for the troops and accomplished the mission

satisfactorily, office chief Yeh, under such background, coupled with

years of job polishing, has once again accepted the monumental task of

overseeing the administration's annual drill, and the critical applauds

from the guests of honor and participating public on the day of the drill

have proven sufficiently that "Experience outweighs everything else"!

Office chief Yeh says, a successful mission takes not only a teamwork-

oriented cooperation, but is also to be conducted in a crucial four-step

process:  (1) Primary mission analysis and assessment; (2) Rhythmic

working procedure and methodology; (3) Set the plan and achieve the

organization of units (4) Carry through and execute the plan practically

and efficiently. In addition, the training method would need to heed to,

(1) Proficiency-divided training; (2) Portfolio training; (3) Integrated

drilling, by which a steadfast and gradual approach and coupled with

the unique characteristics of various units at the administration, that

would poise to integrate a three-dimensional coastal, marine and aerial

dynamics, and to further showcase the administration's diverse combat

readiness.  Naturally, the completion of any mission takes more than

stringent planning and training, but a perfect synchronization of the

time, place and people continues to be a vital and indispensable link.

From rehearsal planning to formal staging, what remains most worri-

some and unpredictable has been the problem of weather element, to

which, inquiries have been made with the Central Weather Bureau on

the average temperature, climatic conditions and the rainfall in the

Kaohsiung area of May for the past 10 years, so to cover all bases.  Equally

important is the coordination and contact work with various govern-

ment agency units partaking the drill, which remains ominously im-

portant as well.  Coordinating organizations, covering the Ministry of

Communications, the Environmental Protection Administration, the

Kaohsiung Port Authority, the preparation department of the Ministry

of Interior aerial duty head platoon, Police Office of Kaohsiung Port

Affairs of National Police Agency, have all chipped in to support and

assistance the drilling categories with all efforts. Moreover, it is impres-

sive how all participating units have put forth their best efforts in sup-

port the drills devoting their time and efforts to carrying out their re-

spective duties, allowing the pre-drill training work to pan out much

more smoothly and establish the foundation of the successful drill.

An instantaneous energy transform, rapidly plunge in and over-
all arrest during the planning period of the "Hai An #3 Drill" mis-

sion which has involved most manpower belonged to southern sea and

coastal region. Nevertheless, the administration's coast guard duties

continue as usual, and the "Dragon Hunt project" which is highly val-

ued by the government and the whole society is never neglected by our

office. The office chief analyzes by saying, "Drills are much like combat;

an adage that appeared in the Sung Tze Military Law's dispute section

is also quoted that "In deterring infringing forces, it is best to deploy

infiltration without coercion". Therefore, during the drill, the adminis-

tration has specifically deployed an instantaneous energy transforma-

tion for the arrest act of the "Escape Prevention project", in another word,

during the drill, if the Escape Prevention situation occurs, hence, inte-
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Drill participating unit's of-

ficer in chief - Commander

of Offshore Flotilla 15, Mari-

time Patrol Directorate

General Yu Tzer-hsin

5 28

grate the coastal, marine and aerial forces, "An instantaneous

energy transform, rapidly plunge in and overall arrest " to

accomplish the prime duty of arresting criminals. In addition,

the administration is implementing a "Regional responsibil-

i ty  scheme"  that  would serve  to  s t reamline  the

administration's coastal and marine dynamics. And the cur-

rent "Hai An #3 Drill" has done just that by excelling the post

coastal-marine realignment to a pinnacle, as the drill has not

only been a strict test to the participated colleagues but also

provides a perfect timing for elevating the working efficiency

in the work field.

Lastly, director Yeh emphasizes repeatedly, a good drill

owes its successful demonstration to hard work and devo-

tion of all participating associates, unison collaboration of

many outside agencies and government units partaking. Par-

ticularly thankful are minister Syu's keen policy guidance,

deputy director Chung's personal participation throughout

the entire process, earnest exhortations which boosted the

morale and help bring the drill to a successful close.

Upon concluding the interview, bureau chief Yeh rushes

to the venue to conduct the final check for the drill slated for

May 28.  At every pre-rehearsal coordination meeting, post-

rehearsal review meeting, he has always attended them in

person, as the publication pays tribute to the director's take

of an attentive, diligent approach.  Besides getting a full

glimpse of how the Southern Coastal Patrol Office plans the

entire drill process, the publication has also interviewed Off-

shore Flotilla 15, Maritime Patrol Directorate General, in

search of discerning through the men all the hard work that

all participating units have put forth.
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5 27 At around 4:20PM on May 27 as the publication comes across Off

shore Flotilla 15's captain Yu Tzer-hsin who has just returned from

the drill venue attending the review meeting, despite his hectic schedule,

captain Yu greets the publication staff with friendly smile, reveling none

of a gluing day that he has had, and begins our exclusive interview as

soon as he enters the captain's room.

The clear-cut organizational scheme and personnel responsibil-
ity help to instill the associates with a confidence mechanism
that serves to solidify consensus and unite loyalty

Captain Yu has said from the very beginning, "There are many

people to thank for, particularly following my taking over the position

of former Offshore Flotilla 15's captain Ju Zhen-Liang, their precise ru-

dimentary rehearsal allows me to instantaneously integrate and execute

the entire drill, coupled with administration head office deputy direc-

tor Chung's several prior drill experience as the cornerstone, irrespec-

tive of subjects, I have always uphold a diligent learning attitude, in

which I go as I learn, anticipating to tackle the demands and achieve the

mission".

He has also analyzed a few crucial factors that led to a successful

completion of the mission, " The dynamic and strong  staff is one of the

crucial elements in making the project execution a smooth sailing.

Thanks to clearly defined responsibilities for all sections organized and

a smooth chain of communication, there is ample of unspoken

interconnectivity in every category of the drill mission.  The next goes

to the instilment of a mutual trusting mechanism among all unit associ-

ates that  made the coastal, sea duty integration and vehicle, vessel and

boat mission deployment control a cinch, which speaks of economy and

intelligence in an administrative sense, and through this drill, the mecha-

nism is proven feasible through tangible implementation, allowing not

only an ample utilization of the manpower, but validating the success-

ful integration of a "Regional responsibility scheme" actively sought by

the administration to be a future guidance.  Furthermore, upon under-

going several rehearsals, in which deficiencies are corrected one by one,

the gradual formation of a consensus and the united loyalty also play a

crucial role, linking the associates with a high morale, and excelling the

rehearsals to be better every time, until a perfect stage at the formal

drilling", as Captain Yu emphasizes with a determined tone of voice.

Through our interviewing director Yeh and capital Yu, we repeat-

edly hear of their gratitude from the bottom of their hearts because the

drill timing that serves to bridge mutual understandings and discern

limiting factors not only helps to excel the administration's duty execu-

tion efficiency, but it is also conducive of realizing the true essence of

the "Regional responsibility scheme".

Trucks continue to pour in and out of Kaohsiung Port's Hsin Kong

Piers, the dust-permeating air seems to foretell that there will be an as-

tounding performance right here tomorrow!




